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Mingle is a module-based sofa system that makes it easy to create 

comfortable seating even in small spaces. The stylish sofa is available  

in many different versions and can be built to fit into any setting. The  

many different types of modules let you create both round and straight 

combinations in various sizes and heights. The modules can be varied in an 

infinite number of ways to form open or enclosed spaces. Combine benches, 

armchairs, sofas, tables and corner seats to create furniture that suits your 

needs. Place a twin sofa in the entrance, build secluded seating with high 

backs or let Mingle wend its way through the office landscape.

Flexible and elegant
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Infinite possibilities  
in every setting

With Mingle, there’s no need to choose between big and small sofas.  

The modular sofa system is easily adaptable to suit different settings and 

looks just as good in the workplace as it does in public spaces. Soft seating 

promotes well-being and creates inviting, inspiring spaces. And apart  

from the cosy feel, sofas and other upholstered furniture make for better 

acoustics. With combinations that look just as good in open spaces as  

they do in small rooms, Mingle is an excellent choice for the office, hotel, 

reception, restaurant, school or social care environment. In other words, 

spaces for every kind of mingling!

Mingle is available in the versions Mingle Lounge and Mingle High.  

Mingle Lounge is a generous model with a wider, deeper seat, while  

Mingle High comes with high seating. Mingle also offers different choices  

of back height, armrests and legs in metal or wood. All modules can be 

upholstered in single or two-colour fabric or in leather. Mingle Lounge  

and Mingle High are available as standalone pieces, and all Mingle Lounge 

modules come in connectable versions, enabling complete freedom of 

design when creating your own special combination.
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”This modular seating is comfortable, functional and aesthetically appealing.”  
– Berg & Hindenes
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”In Mingle, we wanted to create a chair that took up as little space as 

possible while remaining comfortable. The result is a functional, stylish  

and highly comfortable sofa that can be adapted to its surroundings.  

It has a simple expression, where just a few features provide the piece  

with its own special character. It was important for us to make sure the 

design would enjoy long life from a technical standpoint, while resisting 

visible wear and tear over time. The modular sofa can be arranged in  

many different combinations and versions according to the customer’s 

wishes. There are even more possibilities with various heights, lengths  

and shapes available in Mingle Lounge and Mingle High, which are further 

developments of the Mingle family. They include everything from a simple 

chair to long benches and high sofas in multiple versions.”

Berg & Hindenes is a Norwegian designer duo, consisting of Anders Berg and Steinar 
Hindenes, who have been working together since 2011. They were trained at the Bergen 
Academy of Art and Design and have extensive experience of furniture, product and interior 
design. Berg & Hindenes, who endeavour to create objects with a distinctive character,  
have received many awards. The duo also designed EFG’s Woods chair.

How compact can a sofa be  
without losing comfort and function? 
Berg & Hindenes, the designers behind Mingle
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Mingle Lounge

Mingle Lounge has a deeper, broader seat that provides an agreeable, 

relaxing experience and creates comfort in the workplace. All Mingle 

Lounge units are available in connectable variants. Mingle Lounge bench 

Width: 660 mm (single seater), 1320 mm (2-seater), 1980 mm (3-seater) 

Depth: 660 mm 

Height/seat height 460 mm

Bench, single seater

Mingle Lounge armchair

Height: 810 mm (low back), 1410 mm (high back) 

Width incl. armrests: 760 mm 

Depth: 660 mm 

Seat height: 460 mm

Armchair, low back

Armchair, high back

°

Bench, 2-seater Bench, 3-seater Corner, 60° or 90°

Armchair Corner, inside back, 
60° or 90°

Corner, outside back, 
60° or 90°

Right angle corner, 
90°

Armchair,
armrest

Armchair,
armrest left/right

Armchair Corner, inside 
back, 60°

Corner, inside back, 60°, 
armrest left/right

Corner, outside  
back, 60° or 90°

Right angle  
corner, 90°

Armchair, 
armrest

Armchair, 
armrest left/right
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Mingle Lounge sofa

Height: 810 mm (low back), 1410 mm (high back) 

Width incl. armrests: 1420 mm (2-seater), 2080 mm (3-seater) 

Depth: 660 mm 

Seat height: 460 mm

Sofa, low back

Sofa, high back

Legs

Mingle Lounge has different options for legs.  

Straight, black metal legs create a stylish impression, 

while round wooden legs (light ash and oak) provide  

a more natural feel. The metal legs can also be  

custom painted.

Upholstery

The fabric and colour of Mingle Lounge upholstery can 

be varied. The inside and outside module upholstery is 

available in a single colour or two colours, both from 

the same fabric family. Mingle Lounge has fabric 

upholstery, but is also available in leather.

Accessories

Stylish accessories for power, computer and cable 

management are available for Mingle Lounge.

Vary Mingle Lounge

Create personal seating to suit your own particular needs. The lounge sofa  

can be varied with different styles of legs, upholstery and colours to create 

utterly different expressions. For example, choose a dark blue fabric on the 

outside and a lighter colour on the inside and combine with black metal legs.

Wooden legs 

Powerdot mini Powerdot mini
console

Metal legs

Mingle flexible table

The flexible table goes together with all variants regardless  

of shape or size. The table is placed at the joint between two  

seats where there are no legs. The top is available in light ash  

or black linoleum, and with a black metal stand.  

Sofa, 2-seater Sofa, 2-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 2-seater, 
armrest left/right

Sofa, 3-seater Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest left/right

Sofa, 2-seater Sofa, 2-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 2-seater, 
armrest left/right

Sofa, 3-seater Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest left/right
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Mingle High

Mingle High is a variant with high seating. Mingle High lets you create barstools  

and sofas that go together with high tables and look just as good in the dining room, 

café or restaurant. Mingle High comes as standalone furniture (not connectable).

Mingle High bench

Width: 600 mm (single seater), 1160 mm (2-seater), 1740 mm (3-seater)

Depth: 600 mm 

Seat height: 660 mm

Mingle High armchair

Height: 980 mm 

Width incl. armrests: 700 mm 

Depth: 600 mm 

Seat height: 660 mm

19

Bench,  
single seater

Armchair Armchair, 
armrest

Armchair, 
armrest left/right

Bench,  
2-seater

Bench,  
3-seater
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Legs

Mingle High comes with black metal legs to create  

a stylish expression. The metal legs can also be  

custom painted.

Upholstery

The fabric and colour of Mingle High upholstery can  

be varied. The inside and outside module upholstery  

is available in a single colour or two colours, both 

from the same fabric family. Mingle High has fabric 

upholstery, but is also available in leather.

Vary Mingle High

Create a barstool or sofa with high seating just the way you want it.  

Mingle High can be varied with different versions of upholstery and colours.

Mingle High sofa

Height: 980 mm 

Width incl. armrests: 1260 mm (2-seater), 1760 mm (3-seater) 

Depth: 600 mm 

Seat height: 660 mm

Metallben
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Sofa, 2-seater Sofa, 3-seaterSofa, 2-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest

Sofa, 2-seater, 
armrest left/right

Sofa, 3-seater, 
armrest left/right
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Connect Mingle Mingle Lounge lets you connect benches, corner seats, armchairs and sofas to create your own seating 

combination. Different seatback heights can also be connected. All Mingle Lounge modules are available  

as standalone or connectable pieces and are put together according to the same principle. Mingle High  

is only available as standalone pieces and are thus not connectable.
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Free-form Mingle

Mingle Lounge can be connected to create free-form designs. All shapes except the small 

circle sofa are available with low backs or as high-back meeting booths. Here are some 

examples of the seating combinations you can create from different connectable modules.

1630

1540

2330

1760

1760

29
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20
80

3080

1540

2700

26
60

3080

2600

1930

1930

32
50

22
80

3240

Small circle bench

Small circle sofa

Meeting bench

Meeting sofa

Large oval bench

Large oval sofa

Angular meeting sofa

Semicircle bench

Semicircle sofa, 
outside back

Semicircle sofa, 
inside back
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Compact sofa, small carbon footprint

*Our FSC licence number is FSC-C009111, www.fsc.org

Mingle’s compact design results  

in less material usage and a lower 

carbon footprint. Mingle Lounge 

and Mingle High will bear the 

Möbelfakta ecolabel and meet the 

criteria for quality, the environment 

and social responsibility. All wood 

components and table tops are 

FSC® certified* from responsibly 

managed forests. EFG offers a wide 

range of fabrics for Mingle, all 

bearing the EU Ecolabel. Because 

the fabric is not glued to the 

upholstery, it can be replaced over 

time. Mingle comprises between 

60–70% renewable materials, 

depending on the choice of legs 

and fabric.

At EFG, we endeavour to reduce 

our environmental impact in every 

circumstance and to use energy 

and resources as efficiently as 

possible. We set tough standards 

for ourselves, our suppliers and our 

partners. We choose materials with 

care to comply with the applicable 

eco-labels. We improve our 

processes by setting and constantly 

monitoring high environmental 

goals. Read more about EFG’s 

sustainability efforts in our 

sustainability report.
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